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ABSTRACT.   This article concerns two simple types of bounded operators

with real spectrum on a Hilbert space H.   The purpose of this note is to suggest

an abstract algebraic characterization for these operators and to point out a rath-

er unexpected connection between such algebraic considerations and the classi-

cal theory of ordinary differential equations.   Now some definitions.

A Jordan operator has the form S + N where S is selfadjoint, N   = 0,  and S

commutes with  N.   A sub-Jordan operator is the restriction of a Jordan operator

/  to an invariant subspace of /.   A coadjoint operator   T satisfies   e~l        e

= I+A,s + A7s     for some operators  A,   and  A2 or equivalently   T*   — 3 77*    T +

3 r* r2 i- r3 = o.
The main results are

Theorem A.   An operator  T is Jordan if and only if both T and   T    are co-

adjoint.

Theorem B. // T is coadjoint, if T has a cyclic vector, and if críT) =[a,b],

then   T is unitarily equivalent to ' multiplication by x' on a weighted Sobolev

space of order 1 which is supported on  \.a, b].

Theorem C.  // T is coadjoint and satisfies additional technical assump-

tions, then   T is a sub-Jordan operator.

Let us discuss Theorem C.   Its converse, every sub-Jordan operator is co-

adjoint, is easy to prove.   The proof of Theorem C consists of using Theorem B

to reduce Theorem C to a question about ordinary differential equations which

can be solved by an exacting application of the Jacobi conjugate point theorem

for Sturm-Liouville operators.   The author suspects that Theorem C is itself re-

lated to the conjugate point theorem.

Introduction.   This article concerns the two simplest types of bounded opera-

tors with real spectrum on a Hilbert space   H.   The purpose of this article is to

suggest an abstract algebraic characterization for these operators and to point

out a rather unexpected connection between such algebraic considerations and the

classical theory of ordinary differential equations.   In particular, our Theorem II

which gives an algebraic characterization of certain sub-Jordan operators (defined

below) seems very closely related to the classical theorem asserting that a Sturm-

Liouville operator defined on the interval [a, b] is positive definite if and only if

there are no points conjugate to a  in the interval.   One appealing thing is that
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almost every idea presented here has a natural generalization worthy of investiga-

tion.   This is discussed at the end of the article.

The two types of operators considered here are:   Jordan operators (order k)-

operators of the form  S + TV where  S is selfadjoint,  S commutes with   TV,  and  TV

= 0;   sub-Jordan operators (order ¿)-operators which are unitarily equivalent to the

restriction of a Jordan operator  /  to an invariant subspace of /.

A natural algebraic condition on a bounded operator  7 which generalizes the

selfadjointness condition is

* ¿¡^
POL 72 e~isT elsT = Y,Aksk.

k-0

This is equivalent to (d" + l/dsn+1) e~lsT elsT = 0 which is in turn equivalent to

C*+1 (7) =0, where  CT : £(77) — £(77) is defined by  CT(A) = T*A - AT and  C*

denotes the composition of the map  Cj. with itself k times.   For example,   7

satisfies  POL 2 if and only if 7*3 - 37*27 + 37*72 - 73 = 0.   An operator 7

which satisfies   POL 72 will be called coadjoint (order n).   Note that if  7 is co-

adjoint, then  7    is not necessarily coadjoint.   It is easy to check that every co-

adjoint operator has real spectrum.   This paper concerns only Jordan operators of

order 2 and henceforth only these will be called Jordan operators.   One major re-

sult of this paper (§1) is

Theorem I.  A?2 operator 7  is Jordan (order 2) if and only if both  7 and 7

are coadjoint (order 2).

Next we turn to sub-Jordan operators.   It is obvious that any sub-Jordan op-

erator satisfies the POL condition of the appropriate order and it seems natural to

ask

Question.    Is any coadjoint operator a sub-Jordan operator?  The bulk of this

paper is devoted to proving that under strong additional assumptions the answer

to this question is yes.   I am fairly certain that these additional assumptions can

be relaxed greatly (see §4).

In order to state these additional assumptions, we need some more back-

ground.   Henceforth assume that  7 satisfies   POL 2.   It is clear from  POL 2 that

e-is     eis   ^s    —> A2.   This implies two things:   first,  A2  is a nonnegative op-

erator; and second,  e~lsT A2e~lsT = A2  for each s.    If A2  has no null vectors,

then  [x, y\2 = [A2x, y]  is a positive definite bilinear form on  77 ([ , ] denotes the

inner product on  77)  and can be completed to a Hilbert space  TL  which contains

77 as a dense subspace.   The relation  eis     A2e~is    = A 2   is equivalent to the

statement that  eis      is a one parameter unitary group on   772.   The infinites-

imal generator   7   of this group is selfadjoint and consequently can be thor-

oughly studied as an operator on    772   by   using   its   spectral  resolution
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which we write T= fXdE^.   Let  / stand for Lebesgue measure.   In our main theo-

rem the following will be assumed.

Technical Assumption. There are positive numbers M and m so that for any

Borel subset S of [a, b] mliS) < [A2EiS)<feQ, i/zn] < MliS) where z//. is the cyclic

vector for T mentioned in Theorem II.

Fortunately, this condition is invariant under the right operations, namely,

change of cyclic vector.   Now we state the main theorem of this article (s3).

Theorem II. // T is a coadjoint operator {order 2), if T has a cyclic vector

i/zq, if spectrum 77= [a, b], and if the Technical Assumption holds, then T isa

sub-Jordan operator (order 2).

One of the tools in proving Theorem II is a representation for coadjoint oper-

ators as 'multiplication by x' on a sort of Sobolev space (see [H]).   It is of inter-

est in its own right.   In order to state the representation theorem precisely we

need some notation.

Let ft = (p.)   be a  (M + 1) x ÍM + 1) matrix of finite Borel measures on the

interval [a, b] and define a bilinear form ( , )„   on  C°°[a, b] by

M

ai) (/.*v= Ef/(,V"^
z',/=0

where  h^Hx) = d'hix)/dx'.    If ( , )     is positive definite, we let  Hip) stand for

the completion of C°°\_a, b] in  ||/|L = V(/,/)„•   We will say that Hip) has order

M.   One representation theorem in this paper is

Theorem 0. // T is coadjoint (order 2), if T has a cyclic vector, and if T

has spectrum [a, b], then there is a space Hip.) of order 1 and a unitary map U :

H —» Hip.) such that  UTU-1  is multiplication by x on Hip).

This theorem doubtlessly generalizes from n = 2  to arbitrary  « and a

straightforward but time consuming reworking of the proof of Theorem 0 should

give such a result (see Remark 2.1).   Theorem 0 can also be adapted to the case

where   T has finite multiplicity.   A theorem to that effect is proved in §2.   It is

Theorem 0.

After a few definitions, we shall discuss the proof of Theorem II.   Let

Cn[a, b, C ] denote the space of « times continuously differentiable ze-vector

valued functions on [a, b].   We shall call an (« + 1) x in + 1) matrix p.=  (p)   of

Borel measures positive (positive definite) if and only if the bilinear form

2,2 = 0
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is positive (positive definite).   If p. is positive definite then the closure of

C°[a, b, C"+1]  in  |   ,   L  is a Hilbert space which we call K(/x).

Now suppose that  7  satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem II.   We may take the

operator  7 to be 'multiplication by x' on  H(p) for some  2x2  matrix of measures

p =  (p.) .   Note that the matrix fi is not uniquely determined, since one can alter

the right side of equation (I.l) with integration by parts without changing its left

side.   Suppose that one can choose ¡i to be positive definite.   Let Jv denote the

functions in ji(p.)  of the form (/')•   Clearly the map r: H(p)     ' Â given by rf —»

(fi) is an isometry of 77 (p.) onto J\.   Moreover, the map /—> xf on  H (pu induces

(under   r) the  map   7 on J\ given by

is clearly Jordan and f is J restricted to Â. Thus the original Hilbert space 77

is unitarily equivalent to Â and the operator 7 on 77 under this unitary map goes

into 7 which is / restricted to J\. Thus Theorem II has been reduced to proving

that the matrix p. can be chosen to be positive definite.

This in fact will be the case if one makes the Technical Assumption.   §3 is

devoted to proving that.   The Technical Assumption says precisely that the "high-

est order" measure  /i       is "equivalent" to Lebesgue measure, i.e. p22 = P(x)dx

where  722 < P(x) < HI.   The proper inequalities and a change of cyclic vector allow

one to work with an inner product of the form

^&\ = fbar&dv^v\baf-g'p(x)dx.

One can use a modification of the conjugate point theorem for Sturm-Liouville op-

erators to find a positive definite matrix "A" of measures such that (/, g)A = (/, g)...

for all f, g in C   [a, b, C].

Henceforth, in this paper the spectrum of  7 will always be taken to be  [O, l].

A survey of the results and methods of this paper appears in  [H-].    §1  is the

proof of Theorem I.    §2 is the proof of Theorem 0 and Theorem 0.   §3 gives the

proof of Theorem II.   §4 suggests ways of extending Theorems 0, I, and II and al-

so describes a geometric approach to the study of coadjoint operators.

1.   Jordan operators.   The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem I which
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says that if

(1.1a) e-isT*eisT = !+ sA1 + s2A2

and

(1.1b) e~isTelsT* = I t- sBl + s2B2,

then   F is a Jordan operator.   The equations (1.1) are equivalent to the equations

Cj.il) = Cj.*il) = 0 which when written out in full are

(1.2a) F*3 - 3F*2F + T*T2 - T3 = 0,

(1.2b) -T3 + 3F2T* - 3TT*2 + F*3 = 0.

These equations imply

(12c) _r*2T+ T*T2 = T2T* - TT*2.

The main tools of the proof are the following six identities

(1.3) AXA2=B2AV       A2Al = AlB2,

(1.4) A2B2= B2A2 = 0,

(1.5) A\ = A2+Ay

An immediate consequence of (1.3) is

(1.6) A\A2 = A2A\,       A\B2=B2A\

Now we prove the identities.

First note that one can expand the exponentials in (1.1) to get

(1.7a) A1 = -B1= z(T- F*)= zC7.(/)

and

A2= V2[-T*2+ 2T*T - T2]= ViCfyi),
(1.7b)

B2= m~T2- 2TT* - T*2] = V2C2AD-

One can use this to compute

(2/z)A  A2 = -TT*2 + 2TT*T - F3 + F*3 - 2T*2T + T*T2,

(2/z) B2Aj = -T*2T + 2FF*F - F3 + T*i - 2TT*2 + T2T*.

Equation (1.2c) implies that the two right-hand expressions are equal.   This

proves the first part of identity (1.3) and the second part is proved similarly.

Next, observe that equations (1.7) give us
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A2 =-[72- 7*7-77*+ 7*2] = A2 + ß2

which is identity (1.5).   The identity (1.4) is proved a bit differently.   Consider

[e-isT*eisT/s2][e-'sTelsT*/s2] = 7/s4.

As  s —> <x> the left-hand side converges to A2B2  while the right-hand side con-

verges to zero.   Thus A2B2 = 0.   The fact that B2A2 = 0 is proved similarly.

The next step is to write down explicitly an order two nilpotent operator  TV

such that  Cj^(l) = CL(l) and  C^*(¡) = CL*(l) for every  /.   The appropriate opera-

tor is the linear   extension of

Nx =

z'B2A ~lx     it x £ Range A2,

0 if x _L Range A2

We must verify that  TV is bounded and that it has the other desired properties.

To prove that  N is bounded observe that

Il B 2y\\ 2 < IIA 2y|| 2 + || B 2y|i 2 + ( B 2y, A 2y) + (A ?y, B 2y)

since A*B2 = A 2B 2 = 0= B*A 2 by (1.4).   Thus

l|ß2y||2<l|A2y+ß2y||2=||S2y||2<||S1||2||51y||2

by identity (1.5).   Since  Aj = —By,  this inequality is equivalent to  TV being a

bounded operator which is bounded by  ||B,||.

In what follows license is taken with the invertibility of A,, however, one

can keep careful track of the null space of Aj  and make simple estimates like the

one above to insure that the following argument is legitimate.   The identities (1.3)

and (1.4) imply that

Ai2 = -B2A^1B2A^1 = -S2A2A^2= 0.

The identities (1.3) and (1.5) imply that

'2"1

The identity (1.3) implies that

^B2 = -i[B2 + A2]A{1 =-zAj = CT(I).

l/-C2N(l) = N*N = AxlB2B2A\l = A\A~2.

However, (1.5) and (1.4) imply that

ß2Ai2 + "42'4i2 = Ai = H2 + Ar

Each side of the equation is the sum of two selfadjoint operators with orthogonal
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range (see (1.4) and (1.6)); moreover, range  B2 AT"    C closure range  B2  and like-

wise for A2.   Thus  V2C2il) = A2 A'2 = A2 = l/2C2il).   The fact that C2N* (/) =

C^,* (/) follows from the same type of argument and since all higher commutants

with  T, T , N and  N   ate zero, they are certainly equal.   Thus   N has the desired

properties.

The final step in our proof consists of demonstrating that  T - N = S is self-

adjoint and that it commutes with  N.   It is easy to see that S  is selfadjoint, since

S _ s* = T - F* - [N - N*] = CM) - CAÍ) = 0.

Now we begin the proof that SN = NS.   The equality Cj-íl) = GNÍ¡) with a bit of

computation yields

(1.8a) SÍN* - N) = ÍN* - N) S.

The equality  Cj.il) = 0 with a bit of computation yields

NS2 - N*S2 - S2N - NSN + 3¿V*fVS - 3SN*N + S2N* + N*SN* = 0.

Rearrange terms in this expression, and use the equality  S   ÍN  - N) = ÍN  — N) S

which follows from (1.8a) to get

0 = S2ÍN* - N) - ÍN* - N) S2 = NSN - N*SN* + 3SN*N - 3N*NS.

The right side of this equation factors to give

0 = ÍNS + SN*) N - N*(SN* + NS) + 2SN*N - 2N*NS.

One can use equation (1.8a) to see that the first two terms of the equation above

cancel each other, and consequently, one gets

(1.8b) SN*N=N*NS.

It remains for us to show that if   N   = 0, S - S , and if N and S satisfy

equations (1.8) then SN = NS.   In order to do this we shall write nilpotent opera-

tors with  N   = 0 in a special way.   Any operator can be written as  N = WA + JBi

where  A  and  B  are positive selfadjoint operators,  W and  /  are selfadjoint oper-

ators which have squares equal to the orthogonal projection onto the closures of

range A  and range  B,  respectively,  W commutes with A,  and  /  commutes with

B.   The restriction

0= /V2= A2 - B2 + i[WAJB + JBWA]

forces  A  to equal  B  and  WJ + JW = 0.   Equation (1.8a) is equivalent to the equa-

tions SWA = WAS, which itself implies SA = AS,  and SW = WS.   The operator

N*N is equal to  2A2[l + iJW] and so equation (1.8b) implies that SJW = JWS.

Therefore,  S] - JS and we have proved that 5 commutes with  N.
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2.   A representation for coadjoint operators.   The following theorem is dis-

cussed in LHj].

Theorem REP.  If 7  is coadjoint of order n,   if T has a cyclic vector \f/Q,

and if o(T) = [0, l],  /¿e?2 /¿ere is a space  H(p) of some order and a unitary map

U : H —* 77(ix) S72c¿ that  UTU~l   is "multiplication by x" on H(p).

In this section we shall refine this theorem to obtain Theorem 0 which adds to

the above statement that if  7 is coadjoint of order 2 then  H (p.)  has order 1.   After

proving Theorem 0, we shall extend Theorem 0 to the finite multiplicity case

(Theorem 0 ).   For completeness we sketch a proof of the above theorem before

going on to Theorem 0 (for details see  [H,]).

Proof of theorem.  Define

(2.0) <M/) = —   f°°   f(s)e~'sTds

tot ( £ o(R), the Schwartz space of  C""  functions all of whose derivatives de-

crease faster than any polynomial at infinity (this is a norm convergent integral

because   7 satisfies   POL 72).   The map 0  is a continuous algebraic homomor-

phism of v(R) into £(77).   By the Schwartz Nuclear Theorem, there is distribution

b on è(R2), the Schwartz space on  7?2,  such that

¿(/(x)g(y)) = [0(/)<Ao,<Mg)<>ol

for each f, g £0.   Here [ , ] denotes the Hilbert space 77 inner product.   The

POL 72  condition is equivalent to

0 = £1L b(eis[x-y]f(x)g(y)) = b([x - y]n+lf(x)g(y))
dsn + 1

which implies that the distribution  b has support on the line \(x, x)\.   Moreover,

one can apply the Gelfand representation for the Banach algebra of operators of

the form 0(/),  and get that A = |(x, x) : x £ a(T) = [O, l]i  is the support of b.

The usual representation for distributions (Schwartz Kernel Theorem) allows us to

write  b as

b(h(x, y)) =   Y    i   K.ix, x) —-¿(x, x)dx
>T=oJo   "      ¿*V

for some   7Ç..   Thus the bilinear form (/, g) = {.(pif)dj Q, 0 (g)tT/0]  on  C°° [O, l]  has

the representation

(2.1) (f,g)=   Z   fc!fU)~S(')d^,
2.7 = 0
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for a matrix ¡i = (p-) of measures, and Hip) of our theorem is precisely the clo-

sure of C00 [0, l] in ( , ). Since cfe is an algebraic homomorphism, F on H corre-

sponds to ''multiplication by x" on  Hip).   Our theorem is proved.

The next long while is spent in proving Theorem 0, in other words, in proving

that if  T satisfies   POL 2,  then  M  in (2.1) is equal to 1.   In the proof of the

above theorem when one is careful with the order of the various distributions

which appear, one can prove representation (2.1) with  M = 2.   Theorem 0 will thus

be a consequence of the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1.  //

REP (/, g)=   ¿    XVfl*w>+«
z'=0;z' = 0

is a nonnegative hermitian bilinear form on C   [0, l] with p.. finite Borel mea-

sures and idi/ds^)ielsx f, elsx g) = 0,  then in REP the sum on  i and j need only

go up to  1.

Proof.  If we put  eisxf and  etsxg into REP for / and g  and expand in pow-

ers of s we get

ie>SV,e^g) = s<folfgdp22+s>{iflfgdp2l-ifoYgdpl2}

+ s2B2if, g) + sBlif, g) + if, g)

where the B.if.g) ate bilinear forms including only f, g and derivatives of / and

g. By hypothesis the coefficients of s and s3 are zero, so p22 = 0 and p2 . =

Pl2'   When we compute  B2(/, g) and use this information we get

B2if, g)= /0V« + 11+ ÍW*,:- J0Vl*o2- Jo1/**2<r

Now our hypothesis implies that B (/, g) = pifg) where  p is a positive linear func-

tional on C   [0, l].   Thus  Bif,g) is supremum norm continuous and fQ ifg) dp12

is supremum norm continuous.   By the Baire-Riesz representation theorem

f0h'dpl2 = fQhdv, which together with the fact that Pi2 = P2i   implies that we

may take  if, g) to have the representation  REP with ßi2'lJL21  identically zero

and p22  identically zero (Note:   when ( , )  is written this way, the measures p..

may be different from the  p.. that we begin with).

The remaining problem is to eliminate pQ2 and p2Q. Our plan is to prove that

p20 and p02 each have derivatives which are measures denoted by v, and i/- re-

spectively.   Then we can write
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/0V"I*20+   /oI^"*02 = -/0V'g'^20-  /0V'I^2-  XV'I'^0 2

where ¿3Q and <3j  are measures which are concentrated at the end points of [0, l].

This means that (/, g) can be written in the form required by our theorem.   To

prove that p2- and p02  ate differentiable it suffices to show that they are abso-

lutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure  I and that dp-2/dl and

dp2Q/dl ate of bounded variation (cf. [R, Chapter 12, §3]).   The proof consists of

five steps which show that the measures in  REP can be chosen in nicer and nicer

ways.   In each step when we refer to REP we shall assume that the measures ap-

pearing in it have all of the nice properties which were gotten for them in the pre-

ceding steps.

Step 1.  The measure  p02 — p2r¡ has a derivative which is a measure (i.e.

fof ^^02 ~ 7i20^ *s suPremum norm continuous in /).

Proof.  Suppose not.   Suppose that  b    is a sequence of real valued functions

in C2[0,1] suchthat  \bj < 1  and  \b'J < 1, and that  \ji0b"rd[li02 - p20\\ — °°.

It follows from REP that

+   /o1(2¿"-¿'2)^20-/01(^"-¿'2)^02.

If we let  b = b    and put the second order terms first we get

{e±ib».eia»)-±foblJb02-p2J+G{±bj

where   |G(±¿  )|   is uniformly bounded by a number  M.   However, for large enough

72  the first term on the right side of the equation has absolute value bigger than  M.

For such n the right side of the equation can be made either complex or negative

by an appropriate choice of sign.   This contradicts the fact that the left side must

be positive.

Step 2. We may take Foo'^i i'Mo2  t0 ^e rea^ measures and also we may take

Poi =izio-
Proof.  We write the right-hand side of REP as the sum of a hermitian and

skew-hermitian  part

(/' g) = 2 fo^^oo + ¿oo1 + 2 Jo^'^oi + Éio1 + \flf"~gd[llw + ̂ 0 l1

+ ifl1'} '^n + Ed + \flf"~g + fs"dip02 + ¿021

+ 2 Jo's'^oi -^io1 + 2 Jtj7'14^ - ^oi1 + 2/0^ + /s"4'x02 - hi'
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Since the left side of the equation is hermitian the last three terms in the equa-

tion must be hermitian and skew-hermitian simultaneously.   Thus the last three

terms in the equation sum to zero and (/, g) can be written simply as the sum of

the first five terms on the right side of the equation.   The measures  pQQ =

lAip0Q + Pqq) etc. used in this new representation for ( , )  have the required prop-

erties.

Step 3.  The measure  pQ2  is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue

measure.

Proof.  Suppose not.   Decompose  pQ2  into positive and negative parts.   With-

out loss of generality we may suppose that the positive part v of pQ2  is not ab-

solutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure  /; let S be a set such that

viS) 4  0 but  liS) = 0.   There is a sequence SN of open sets containing  S  such

that  viSA)—► viS)  and  ASN) —» 0.   Also, there is a sequence  S„  of open sets

containing the support  P of the positive part v of pQ2  with the property that

1^02l^zM^ ""* 1/^02K^"^ = viP).   Set SN = S'NC\S^.   There is a sequence  CN  of

closed sets contained in S such that viCN) —*V(P).   By Urysohn's lemma there

is a positive real valued function  hN  which is identically  1   on  C„,  identically

0 off of SN, bounded by  1  on [0, l], and which is continuous on [0, l].   Define

bNix) = aNJxf^hNit)dtds + y where a^  and y are constants.

The following estimates hold for the sizes of bN and b'N

(2.2) !*;,(*)! = \aNjxhN(s)dx  <\aN\l(SN),

<\aN\ASN)+\y\.(2.3) \bNix)\ = \f*b'sis)ds +

Thus, if we set aN = l/l(SN), we get

I^U)|<i,    IM*>l<i + ly|-

We need another estimate before we can begin.   Let kN = bN — y;  it is a positive

function of height less than  1.   We have

pQhNkNd^o\ ^ £hNkNd\rL02\ Ï pQhNd\V-

^isN^CNhNd\^2\+^C^'

(2-4) ¡/o'Vn^I <"(Cn) + \p02\iSN - CN).

Also
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(2.5) |/0\^02-"(CzV>| < Cc/n^K^^Co^-^

Next we note that  \p02\ ÍSN ~ CN) —♦ 0 as  N —> oo.   This follows because

K2K5n - cn> = KÄ - p>+ K2Kp - cn>

and the terms on the right go to zero by construction.   Substitute  ¿z     into  REP

for / and g and use the estimates (2.2), (2.3) to get

(bN, bN) = 2fh"NbNdii02 + G(bN)

where   |G(è.,)|   is less than or equal to a constant  M     which depends only on  y.

Set bN = k„ + y and use the fact that (bN, bA) > 0 to get

yfohNdt102^-G{bN)/2aU- ÍlhNkNdiJ-02

fot each y and  N.   Estimates (2.4) and (2.5) imply that

(y + l)v(CN) > - M/2aN - (2 + y) |p02|UN ~ CN}

for all N  and  y.   Since for fixed y the right side goes to  0 as  N —> oo,  this is

impossible.   Step 3 is now complete.   Let a denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative

of p02  with respect to Lebesgue measure; henceforth we shall write dpQ2 = adx.

Step 4. a  is essentially bounded.

Proof.  Suppose not.   Define EN C [0, l] with N an integer by

FN = \x £ [0, ll:   a(x) > Ni.

Without loss of generality we may assume that  I(EN) 4 0 for each  N.   Let yN de-

note the characteristic function of F„,  i.e.  XNix) = 0 if x ft E„, XN (*) = 1   if

x £ EN.   Define

'"W = JíE~ñ¡So Jo*N(í) dtds + Y=KN + Y-

Now substitute  bN into REP and get

(2.6) 0 < (bN, bN) = -|— /W*) bN(x) a(x) dx + G(bN)
lyEN)

where  G(bN) is uniformly bounded as  N —» oo.   The proof in this part is so simi-

lar to the proof in Step 3 that we shall not belabor the estimates.   Inequality (2.6)

leads to a contradiction, since we may take  y to be a negative number with   |y| >

1 + (1//(EN))|K   |  and clearly
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f    a(x)dx>— -—1(EJN
Je m - Up  )       Nl(EN) JEN - l(EN)

Step 5.  a.(x)  is a function of essentially bounded variation.

Proof.  Recall that the Lebesgue set A  of a   is a set of /-measure   1  such

that p £ A  it and only if

lim      I   |a(x) - a(p)\ dx = 0
l(C)^oJC

where C denotes an arbitrary closed interval containing p. We shall let j (x — s)

be a C°° reproducing sequence, that is, j Ay) = (l/e) j(y/e) where / has the prop-

erties:

(1) /eC°°,/>0j

(2) support ;C [-1/2, 1/2];

O) j"Í,/¿x=l;
(4) 7(/)  is increasing for  / < 0 and decreasing for  / > 0.

A basic fact is that Íq](Íx - p)a(x)dx —» a(p) if p e A D (0,1) (see [D-S,

III. 12.10, Theorem 10]).

Suppose that  7?     is a partition of (0,1) into  2t?2 points in A  with the prop-

erty that a(x™)-a(xm_y) > 0 if k = 2,4,6, •-., 2tt2.   Define

2772

¿772=    Z    [«(-p-aUî-,)!.
i=even

We shall say that a.  has essentially bounded positive variation if sup p     over

all admissible   R     is finite.   The negative variation of a  is handled similarly.

Suppose that  a.  is not of essentially bounded variation.   With no loss of generali-

ty, we may assume that there is a sequence of R     for which  p    —> <*>.

Define  h and  /    , by
772 ,e ' 772, C        !

2m

(2-7) *ra>> =     £    7<(*-*:>-/<<*-*£-<)>
fe=even

(2.8) /     (x)=   [X[Sh      (t)dtds.
'«.« Jo Jo   m-e

Note that  lim,_n fn ¿    ,a¿x = p   .   Also note that   \f    ,|   and   I/'  J   are bounded
e—»U   JU       772,t * 772 "772,t1 "777,6'

by  1   independently of 772  and  e.   Hence, we assume and throughout the rest of

this proof we shall assume that e < min dist (xm, xf).

Substitute  /       + y, where  y is a complex number, into  REP  for both / and

g and use the fact that (/, /) > 0 to obtain

0 < 2 TV     h      adx+2y(1h      adx + Gif     )
—     Jo:m,e   777,6 Jo    m'( 'm,e
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where  Gifm f)  is bounded independently of 722  and  e by a number  M.   Suppose

that we can show that there is a number F such that

(2.9) r + r\f1hmadx\>   f1/   A      <Ld*\J0    m-C I  -   Jo   m'(   rn.e

for all 722 and em < 8m where  8m —> 0 as  772 —» 00.   This implies that  0 <

2(r + y) P    + M fot all y and p   .   However, we can take y = -2r and since

p    —» 00,  we have a contradiction.

Now we prove (2.9).   Abbreviate  j((x - x¿)  to /f(i),  let  / be a function in

C [0,1]  and consider the following equation:

£íi(Í2)-j£íl))fadx

= £ieÍ2)fadx- £jeÍ2)adxf^(Í2)fdx

(2"10) + fo^2)adx£[Í<{2) - hW fdx - ío'e^ fadx

+ fy(( 1) a dx £ j(( l)fdx- £je( 1) / dx £ [ j(i 1) - j(( 2)] a dx.

The following lemma gives us an estimate on the first and second and the fourth

and fifth terms on the right-hand side of the equation.

Lemma 2.2.  // xQ £ (0, l) n A  and v > 0, then there is a 8 such that

|FfU0,/)|

=    j   a(x) fix) j(,x - xQ) dx -  j   a(x) j(.x - xQ) dx j  f(x) j((x - xQ) dx   < v

for all f in the unit ball of C'[0, l] and for all e < 8.

Proof.  Suppose that / £ C'[0,l].   Since  F((xQ, f - f(xQ)) = F((xQ, f), we may

assume that /(*0) = 0.   The last term of F   can be disregarded because

I (1f(x)j(x~ xAdxl < sup l/l <U/2)   sup   l/'l
K° € ° I       [x0-£/2,x0 + f/2l [0.1]

and because   (r)a(x)j (x — xQ) dx —► a(xQ).   To estimate the first term of

F Ax Q, f) we consider

77^/cl/WaU)-/U0)a(x0)l^.

Since  f(xA = 0 it has an absolute value dominated by

^ Jc|aU) -a(xft)| dx SU| |/(x)| + ^- |a(x0)| Jc|/(x)| dx
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which, if we take   C = [x - e, xQ + e], is dominated by

a2e  sup^ |/'| + |a(xQ)| 26  sup   |/|,

319

[o.i] [o.il

where  a is the supremum of  |a(x)|.   Thus we have

f \f(x)a(x) - f(x.)a(x-)\dx <eM< sup   \f'\ +  sup   |/|>.
Jxo-e u u ([Cl] [0.1]       \

1_ Cx0*e

Te
([0.1] [0.1]

By the usual method, see [D-S, III. 12.10],  one can prove that

/a(x) f(x) jix - xA dx   <cr(6)7sup   |/'| + sup0 f 0 - J[0i^ [0 ̂

where a(e) —* 0 as e —> 0.   This completes the proof.

Lemma 2.2 along with the inequalities

CliA2)-Liiy\fäx<[ix   -xA+e]   sup   l/'l,
'O ro.n[o.il

f.Ve(l)/Ä<raup  l/l,
J0 [o.il

when applied to (2.10), imply that for any v > 0, there exists a 8 > 0  such that

l/ot/^)-/f( i)3/Wx|
(2.11)

< v + I Jo1/í(2)aí/x[(x2 - x¿ + v]   + I J^t/fd) - /'/2/Wx

if 6 < S,  if 6 < v, and if / is in the unit ball of  C'[0, l].   Now we apply this esti-

mate to get (2.9)

I \lh      I
Jo      "2.6'772,6

adx

£ 4i+/o^u-^)a^]
reven

2m

¿=even

2m

Z
ife=even

2772

fe=even

2777

+ E  /0Ii/^j<)i-4t*-*r-iMa&
fe=even

for any e less than some  5   .   Since  /¿/¿U - x™)adx —► ct(*m)  for any xm  in

K     and since a(xf) - a(xm   ,) > 0 for  k even, a  ô     can be picked with the
m As ft — i m
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property that

2772

(2.12)      I f'¿    J      adx  <l +     Y     \a(x™)\(xm - xm_j +   (h      adx
Jo    rn,e'm,e — t—i       ' k   '      k k~ 1 Jq    m,e

k=even

for any e < 8   .   The fact that a   is essentially bounded implies that the second

term on the right is bounded, say by T - 1,  from which (2.9) follows.   Thus Step 5

is finished and Proposition 2.1 as well as Theorem 0 are proved.

Remark 2.1.  It appears (although the author has not checked it) that a more

complicated argument along the lines of the preceding one will give:

If  7 is 72-power adjoint, then it can be represented as multiplication by x  on

a generalized Sobolev space  H (p)  of order 72/2.

A modification (Steps 3, 4, 5) in the preceding argument which should give the

more general case is this.   Take ¿'s as before but take ¿'s and f's to be the 72th

integral of the ¿'s.   Instead of substituting /+ y into REP, substitute /+ y. +

y2x + • . . + y  _2x"        into REP.   Then pick the right  y.'s.   All of this of course

must be combined with an induction argument.

In the last part of this section we shall weaken the requirement in Theorem 0

that  7 has a cyclic vector.   A set "A0'" ' ' ' 'At   *s called cyclic for   7 if linear

combinations of the vectors   T"i/r., 72 = 0, 1, • • • , 2 = 1, • • • , k, ate dense in  77.

Suppose that  7 has a finite cyclic set ifjQ, • • • , ifrk.   We shall study the positive

(but not necessarily positive  definite) form

(F, G) = [0(/o) ̂  + ... + <p(fk) xfjk, 0(/o) <A0 + • • • + <pifk) <Pk)

where   F and  G  are vector valued functions in  C°°[R, C  ] with compact support

and whose components are  F = (/Q,...,/)  and  G = (g0, • • • , g A.

Let jtt., be a  k x k matrix of finite Borel measures on  [O, l]  for  2, 7 = 0, 1,

■ ■•, M.   If F, G e C° [0,1, C*] define

k

J></^. c>=  Z   flLtß^ß
a,/3= 1

where pag   ate the entries of p....

Also (   )  will be used to denote the  C    inner product.   Define a map   U :

C°°[0, l,Ck]-*H by

(J(f)=0(/o)<a1 + ... +4>(fk)-

Clearly, (F,G) = [U(F), U(G)] and it can be checked that  U(xF) = 7.7(F).   The

extension of Theorem 0 which is true is

Theorem 0*.   If 7  z's coadjoint (order 2), if T has a cyclic set \if/Q, • • • , <At>'

and if the spectrum of 7  is [O, l],  then the bilinear form (F, G) can be written as
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{F>^=  ¿/o^F(í)'c(,)>
i,j=0

where the p... are  k x k matrices of finite Borel measures on [0, l]  and p„. = p

and F(z) denotes  d'F/dx'.

Proof.   The technique used to prove the scalar case of this representation

generalizes in a straightforward way to vector valued testing functions and one can get

(p'G)=  ¿   £d^..F^. G<»>.

i.jmO

This was mentioned previously in  [Hj].   The problem is to reduce the order of

summation from 2 to 1.   The following proposition says that this can be done.

Proposition 2.3.   //

REP ÍF,G)=     ¿     f¡a{,t..p(i\G^)
z'=o;y=o

¿S a nonnegative hermitian bilinear form in C [0,1,C"] a72z7 (a"3/as3) ielsxFix), elsxGix))

- 0, then Í , ) can be written as in REP but with the sum being taken up to I, and

with p01 = p*0.

Proof.  Let a be a vector in C" and let / and g £ C2[0, l].   The bilinear

form ( , )    defined by

</•«>.=     X)     ilf&d{a,tLif)
z=o;y=o

satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 0.   The first few arguments presented in the

proof of Theorem 0 imply that   (a; p22a)   is zero, that   (a, p2¡a)   and   (a, ft12^)

are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and that they have

derivatives which are measures.   The following lemma implies that each entry of

the matrices p2,   and p,2  is differentiate with respect to Lebesgue measure;

thus we can eliminate p,2 and p21   from REP through integration by parts.

Lemma 2.4.   Let p be a matrix valued measure on [0, l].   // d(a, pa) =

k   (x) dx for a function  k    of bounded variation, then each entry of p is a measure

which is actually a ¡unction of bounded variation.

Proof.   Let y be a complex number of modulus 1.   The polarization identity

says

2 Re yd (a, pb) = d (a + yb, p. [a + yb]) - d (a - yb, p [a - yb]) .

Thus  d(e.,ue.\ =k.-ix)dx where  k..  is   of bounded variation and  e.=
>    Z    ~    jf ,, ij i
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(0, • • • , 0, 1, 0, • • • , 0) with 1 in the ¿th place.   The lemma is proved.

Now we turn our attention to eliminating pQ2  and p2Q from REP.   Step 1 of

Proposition 2.1 demonstrates that  (pQ2a, a) - (p20a, a)   is of bounded variation

for each  a.   Thus Lemma 2.4 allows integration by parts to be used in order to put

p20 = p02  in REP.   The argument in Step 2 of Proposition 2.1 obviously applies in

this case as well as the scalar case and implies that we may take pn-, ¡i. ,, p.a-

to be hermitian matrix valued measures and that we may take p-, = p.-   in REP.

Finally, Steps 3 and 4 of Proposition 2.1 imply that   tp-2a, a)   is of bounded vari-

ation for each a.   Thus Lemma 2.4 allows integration by parts to be used to elim-

inate p02  from REP.   Theorem 0' is proved.

3.   Coadjoint operators as sub-Jordan operators. In this section we use the

assumption that   7 has absolutely continuous spectrum in the A2  norm and that

Ml(X)>[A2dExifj0, </g > 7227(A).

This assumption when translated into terms of the representation for (/, g)  says

precisely that

(3-D (A g) = ftfg<b00+ f¡lgdp0l+ f¡í'-gd-p,l+ ftPf'gd*

where  M > P(x) > 772 > 0.   The next few pages are devoted to proving consequences

of our assumptions on  P.

Lemma 3.1. p-,   is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

Proof.  Suppose not.   Suppose that the positive part v of p-.   is not 0 on a

set S and that  l(S) = 0.   Define  £„, S'N, S"N etc. as in Proposition 2.1, Step 3,

and set  ¿N(x) = aNjx0hN(t)dt + y.   The estimate  |¿N(x)| < |aN|/(SN) + |y|  holds

for all  x  in  [O, l].   Now use equation (3.1) to get

ibN, bN)= ¡¡)\bN\2dp.00+ aNf*bNhNdßol+ 0-NfhNbNdpQ1

(3-2)

+ ia/vl2

Take aN = (l/1(SN))Y2.   Then

and

lim |av|2 f   |¿J2P¿x< sup   P
N    Jo [0,11

JoXl^oo^ooP' iKi + ly|):

Set kN = bN - y.   The estimates above and the estimates performed in Proposition

2.1, Step 3, when applied to (3.2) yield
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0 < M7 + aN £kNhN dpQ 1 + aN f¡kNbN djl0 ,

+ aNy/o hN *o l + aNrfohN d¿o i
from which we get

-My < aNiy + l)viCN) + aN(y + l)¡y(CN),

for all y and  A/.    This is not possible, since we could take  y = -2 and since

ct-N —► oo  while  v(CN) —> v(C) > 0.   Thus the positive part of pQ1   is absolutely

continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.   The negative part is handled simi-

larly.

Now we show that the imaginary part of pQ.   is absolutely continuous.   Let  b

be a real function and consider

If one chooses   bN  as they were chosen above, then it is easy to get a contradic-

tion to the fact that  0 < (e*  N, e*  N).   Henceforth, we shall write  ap01 = r(x) dx.

Now we are going to prove that r is in  L  .   In order to obtain this it suffices

to show that for all / £ C[0, l]

(3.3) ¡01\fr\dx<K^\f\2P(x)dx^'

Suppose that this is not the case.   There is a sequence  /    of C[0,l] functions

for which \~Ql\Q2Pdx< 1  but fo\f„r\ dx —» oo.   Define  hn by

h (x) =   fVè(s)/ is)ds + y=k (x) + y

where  eib(s)\r(s)| = r(s).   Then

(3.4) 0 < (hn, hn) < My +  £hn\fn(s) r(s)\ ds +  £\fnis) ris)\ hjs

with  M     a constant which depends only on y.   From Schwartz's inequality we
y

have the estimate

dsI  f1*  |/ r|z7s| </ sup   \k\\ (l\f 7
| Jo   """ '      | ~\[o,ll      " JJ°     "

Therefore, we get from (3.4) that.0< My + 2 (y + M) /o|/„rl ^s  which is impossible

because when y < -M the right side diverges to -oo as  « —► oo.

Let  H1 ÍÍ) denote the ordinary Lebesgue measure Sobolev space of weakly
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once differentiable functions with norm /J|/|2 dx +  (lQ\f'\2dx.   The   Hl(l) norm

dominates ( , ) because inequality (3-3) along with the classical Sobolev inequal-

ities (see [F]) imply that   \(^ffrdx\ + \f£ f'Jrdx\  is dominated by the  tf'U)  norm

and Jo l/l   dp00 *s cleafly dominated by the  H (I) norm.   Thus  77 (7)  as a set is

contained in H(p).

The original bilinear form  ( , )  can be simplified by changing cyclic vectors

for 7.   The cyclic vector with which the representation was originally constructed

corresponds to the function 1 and the set of all cyclic vectors for  7 corresponds

to the set of all invertible functions in 77 (I) as we shall soon see.   If we repre-

sent 7 with the cyclic vector which corresponds to the function c, then the re-

sulting bilinear form (/, g)    is equal to (fc, gc).   Thus we can calculate that

(/, g)    has the form

(/< g)c = fQfg[\c\2 ¿Poo + c'crdx+ c'c'rdx]

(3.5) + £f'g[\c\ 2rdx + cc'Pdx]

+   flfg'[\c\2Tdx+ c''¿Pdx\+   f1f'g'\c\2Pdx.

This reduces to

C3.6) U.g)c= f¡fgdp00+ {¡f'g'Pdx

if we take  re + Pc =0 and choose  pQQ and  P  in the obvious way.   The function

c(x) = exp-  f*r(s)/P(s)ds

which satisfies  re + Pc' = 0 is bounded, invertible, and is in  77 (/).   Thus  c is a

cyclic vector under multiplication by x in  H(p).   Henceforth we shall write   P

and pQ0  instead of  P and pQ0  and we shall take  H (p.) to be the Hubert space of

functions with ( , )    norm given by (3.6).   It is clear from the simple form of ( , )

that it is equivalent to the  77 (7) norm.

Remark 3.1.   The process of changing cyclic vector is analogous to putting

the second order differential equation py   + ry   + qy = 0 into Sturm-Liouville form

by multiplying through by  exp - fi r/p.

Remark 3.2.  A vector c  in   H (I) and consequently in  H(p)  is cyclic for

'multiplication by  x' if and only if  c  is bounded and bounded away from zero.

Thus the effect on   P(x) of a change of cyclic vector for 7 acting on  77 is to

multiply it by a bounded invertible function (see calculation (3.5)).   This shows

that the Technical Assumption of Theorem II is invariant under change of cyclic

vector.

This concludes our discussion of the basic consequences of the Technical
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Assumption of Theorem II.   Now we turn to the proof of Theorem II and begin with

some preliminaries.

Proposition 3.1.  If h  is Í ,) orthogonal to /71(/)0 = \f £ HlU) : /(l) = 0¡

and if híÓ) = 0,  then h  is identically zero.

Remark.   This is a generalization of the familiar uniqueness theorem for

Sturm-Liouville operators.

Proof.  Let S„x    denote the approximate Heaviside function defined by

1 if   X < xQ - 1/«,

Snx ix) = ( Ítt/2)Íx - x0) + 1/2    if x0 - 1/« < x < x0 + 1/n,

0 if   xn +   1/« < X.
0 —

For each Lebesgue point x  of Ph    we have, after taking the limit as  n —> oo  in

representation (3.6) for (h, Snx ) = 0,

fXQhdp00=-Pix)h'ix).

Thus (since i(0) = 0)

(3.7) h(x) = -foÍfohdli°°-

Now we invoke a standard argument.   Equation (3.7) implies |A(x)| <!(l/a)/îz7|p    |iH(x)x

where   H(x) = supr(,    i|i(s)|   and  Pix) >a> 0.   Let  X be a number such that

p = (I/o)/q1 |/ji00| dx < l/X, and let  722 be a number < X  such that \him)\ = H ÍX).

Then H (x) = \h im)\ < pmti im) < H (X) and we may conclude that   H(X) = 0.   Since

h is in H (I) it is continuous and there must be some largest point x.   in  [O, l]

such that  h is identically zero to the left of it.   The above  argument applied at

Xj  rather than  0 gives a contradiction.   This  completes  the proof of Proposi-

tion 3.1.

In what follows we shall employ a bilinear form ( , )ß  which is a slight modi-

fication of ( , ) .   If ß is a positive number define  Í , )ß  by

if.g)ß=if.g)c-ßf01fgPdx.>0

The original assumption POL 2 along with the construction of the representation

(3.6) implies that 3 a form  Mif, f) such that

Oís) Mif, f) + s2 ft l/l 2Pdx = ||<M/) iAJ 2 + s[A ̂ if) ^0, $(/) ,/,0l

+ s2[A <D(/)./i , <D(/)<An]
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where 0(s)/s    —► 0 as  s —> oo.   Now divide through by s   ,  let s —> oo,  and use

the fact that  [A23>(/)«/>0, Í>(/)<A0] < l|A2||[í>(/)'>0, $(/)<> Q] = II^IKA <\  to obtain

/o'l/l 2Pdx < ||A2||(/, /) .  Henceforth, we shall always take ß to be less than

1/||A2||.   This implies that ( , )o  is positive definite, and consequently the basic

facts about  ( , )    also hold for ( , )o.   In particular V ( , )n   is equivalent to the

H (I) norm, and Proposition 3.1 holds for ( , )o.

Let  h £ H (I) denote the real valued function with normalization  ¿(l) = 1

which is  ( ,)ß  orthogonal to  H1[l]Q = \f £ HX(l) : f(l) = 0\.   Such a function

exists and is uniquely determined by this condition.   Any function  k with  k(l) = 1

can be written  k = h + / where / £ H [7]Q and one can write  (k, k)a = (¿, h)o +

(/, f)ß.   Since  (/, /)«> 0,  k is a minimum of (k, k)n  subject to the side condition

k(l) = 1   if and only if k = h.

Suppose that h has a zero at a point a in  [0, lj.   Split  h into two parts,  h =

¿Q + ¿j, defined by

¿0(x) =

¿(x)     if x < a, JO

¿j(x) =

0 if x > a; \ h(x)    if x > a.

Since  h £ H  [l],  it is straightforward to check that both ¿0 and  ¿,   are in  77  [/].

Furthermore,   (¿Q, ¿j)o = 0 because  ¿Q and ¿j   have disjoint support.   Thus

(h, h)ß = (¿0, hQ)ß + (h y h^ß,

but the minimum property of  h  implies that  (¿Q, hQ)ß = 0.   Thus   h-b..   However,

¿t(0) = 0 and so Proposition 3.1 implies that ¿, = 0.

Consider the bilinear form

MA g) = (f, g)c - (fg/h, h)ß + fd)g(D(i, h)ß

where  h is again the function ( , )o  orthogonal to  77 [7]Q with  ¿(l) = 1.   We have

M- g)-~flr^2-ß)pdx- Hfgh-pdx- f^Pdx

+ ¡¡f'g'Pdx+f(l)g(l)(l,h)ß.

The definition of h implies that (/, h)ß = /(l) (l, h)a and so p(f, g) is actually

(/, g)c. Also, 0< (h, h)ß = ¿(l)(l, h)ß which gives us that (l, ¿)o is positive.

At last we have reached our goal and represented (/, g)    using a matrix of mea-
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¡iti /h) + ß      -h'/h\ i dirac S at 1     0 '

P+l A, h),

-h'/h 1 / \0 0

which (at x 4 1) has determinant   ßP íx)   and consequently is positive definite.

This completes the proof of Theorem II.

4.   Extensions and other directions.  Many generalizations of the results of

this paper seem plausible.   The goal of this paper has been to work through a sim-

ple case completely and generality has not been pursued.   In this section we indi-

cate several directions in which one might extend results of this paper and we

also give some results concerning the geometric properties of coadjoint operators.

Most of the techniques from analysis used in proving Theorem I have very

well-known generalizations which probably lead to generalizations of Theorem II.

For example, Theorem 0    extends the Sobolev space representation theorem to co-

adjoint operators   F with finite multiplicity by using vector rather than scalar val-

ued functions.   The extension of the conjugate point theorem to the vector valued

case is well known (see Chapter 5, §29 [G-F]).    It should be possible to combine

these two methods to extend Theorem II to the finite multiplicity case.   If z//,,- • • ,

tfen is a "cyclic set" for  F,  then the Technical Assumption that the  nxn matrix

inequality

272/(s) /<([A2F(s)z>., i/z.]) < Ml(s)I

holds for all Borel sets  5  in  a(T) = [a, b] is the natural analog of the Technical

Assumption for one cyclic vector.

We define a Pontryagin II,   space to be the sequence space   /   [— k, oo] with

the "/-inner product"

oo - 1

(x, y) = ¿L xPi-  H *fft
/=o l=-k

A bibliography of the subject appears in  [K].   If  T is an  /   [- K, oo]  bounded op-

erator,  its adjoint with respect to the "/-inner product" is denoted by  T  .   The

notions of /-Jordan, /-sub-Jordan,  and /-coadjoint operators are obtained if one

substitutes  ° for *   in our original definitions.   Steps (1.1) to (1.7) in the proof of

Theorem I naturally go through for the  IL   case, since they are entirely algebraic.

However, the rest of the proof poses problems.   Theorem II for /-coadjoint opera-

tors probably reduces to the fact that the number of negative eigenvalues of a

Sturm-Liouville operator  L  is the same as the number of zeroes of a solution to

Ly = 0.
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Two commuting coadjoint operators can be represented as multiplication by x

and y, respectively, on a "Sobolev space" over R   (see [Hj]).   Possibly the

study of two commuting coadjoint operators is connected with conjugate curve

theory in the plane.

There are several ways to extend Theorem 0.   The type of argument used in

proving Theorem REP can be used to show that any operator  7 with  Cn(R  ) func-

tional calculus (see Chapter 5 of [e-E]) has a representation as "multiplication by

x" on a space of functions with inner product

(/, g) = [0(/)0Q, 0(g) tA0l = b(f(x)g(y))

M

=   Z  ffdcy(Khix,y)f^\x)g^(y)dxdy.
l,j=0

Here  a(7) = [c, d].   Various hypotheses on   7 impose conditions on the distribu-

tion  b and consequently on the kernels   K.. in the representation for b.    If  7 sat-

isfies a polynomial condition  P(7 , 7) = 0 where   P(x, y) = SM a     xnym  and

P(7*  7) = ^anrT*"Tm, then  b(p(x, y)f(x)g(y)) = 0 for all f,"g £ S(p), and

consequently the distribution b has support on the variety of zeroes of p(x, y).

The coadjoint operators constitute the special case where  p (x, y) - (x — y)n.   Any

restriction which one puts on the function  R (s) = e~is     e's     translates into a

restriction on the Fourier transforms of b in the direction perpendicular to the di-

agonal !(x, x)[,  since

[e¿5T0(/)0o,  e¿sT0(g),/>o] = b(eis[x~y]f(x)g(y)).

A condition more general than the coadjointness condition on an operator  7 is

that  R (s) has an asymptotic expansion

e-isT\isT^   ¿  slAr

l = -oo

Such information on  R(s) gives one information on the behavior of b neat the di-

agonal [(x, x)\.

A rather obvious undertaking would be to extend Theorems I and II to cover co-

adjoint operators of order higher than 2.   Colojara and Foias discuss in  [C-F] the

notion of two operators being quasi-nilpotent equivalent.   The author prefers an

equivalent formulation of the definition which says that the operators  A  and  B

ate quasi-nilpotent equivalent if and only if the functions   ||e_z   ez   ||   and

||e""zße^^ ||  of z   have exponential order 0.   An advanced version of Theorem I

which might be true is— the operator 7  is a Jordan operator with TV quasi-nilpotent

if and only if T and 7    are quasi-nilpotent equivalent.

We shall call an operator  7 orthogonally separated if any two invariant sub-
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spaces jL and  i> of T with the property that ct(FL) does not intersect a(FL)

are orthogonal.   Multiplication by x on a  H(p) space, and also multiplication by

x + z'y on a generalized Sobolev space are orthogonally separated operators.   The

converse is also true.

Proposition 4.1. // F has a Cn(R2) functional calculus, if T is orthogonal-

ly separated, if T has a cyclic vector if/Q,  and if the spectrum of T is a simply

connected set with smooth boundary, then  T is unitarily equivalent to "multipli-

cation by x" on the usual sort of weighted Sobolev space supported over o(T).

Note.   Many of the hypotheses can be lifted in the way which we already de-

scribed.

Idea of proof.  The analogous argument to that of Theorem REP says that

there is a distribution  b such that  [(/>(/) i/z_, cfe(g)z/zj = b(f(x, y)g(£, £))   f°r

each /, g £ v(R ).   The assumption that  F is orthogonally separated implies that

if / and g have disjoint supports, then  b(fg) = 0.   This is equivalent to saying

that b has support on the diagonal \(x, y), (x, y)\.   Now one can continue using

the argument behind Theorem REP and get the two dimensional analog of equation

(2.1).   The main difference is that in the two dimensional case some power is re-

quired to restrict the domain of integration to a(T).

The connection between orthogonally separated operators and coadjoint oper-

ators is given by

Proposition 4.2.   The operator T has  Cn(R ) functional calculus and is or-

thogonally separated if and only if T is coadjoint.

Proof.  Suppose that  T is orthogonally separated and has a   Cn(R  ) function-

al calculus.   Let ife denote a vector in H and let miife) = closure of \V £ H : V =

cfeíf)ife fot some cfeif) given by (2.0)i.   By Theorem REP the operator F restricted to

miife) is unitarily equivalent to "multiplication by x" on a  Hip)  space of order

< 2«.   Consequently  TL.j,, is coadjoint (of order < 2«).   Thus we have shown

that for any iff in H

(d2n/ds2n)[eisTife, eisT<fe] = 0

and so  F is coadjoint.

Suppose that  F is coadjoint (order k).   Then the estimate   \\eisT\\ < 0(s  )

holds and Theorem V 4.5 [C-F] says that  T has a Cn(R1) functional calculus.

Suppose that A.j  and X2  ate invariant subspaces of  T and that ff(F|;[j)   O

ct(FL ) = 0.   Let  i/fj  be a vector in A-j  and if/2   £ A2  and let )H(z//j, tfe2) = clo-

sure of \V £ H : V = cfe(fl)ifel + cfe(f2)xfe2 fot some </>(/,) and cfe(f2)\.   A version

of Theorem REP for a finite cyclic set (see [Hj] or Theorem 0 ) yields
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[</>(/A if, , + <M/2) 02, 0(g x) 0 , + 0(g 2) 02]

M 2

= z z r„/i'>ij/>^
i.j=0  a,/3=l

for some Borel measures  piaß.   Consequently, if / and g have disjoint support

then  [0(/)0j, 0(g)i/f2] = 0.   Since   rL,j,.> is coadjoint and the functional calcu-

lus homomorphism for it is just <pif)\%iqJ.y  Lemma I in  [Hj]  implies that  0(/)0.

= if/.  if / is identically one on (Ji'P\%({],.y-   Since there exist two functions  /,

and f2  in u with disjoint support which are 1 on o(TW,^ ■) and ff(7| ^rj, ■) re-

spectively, we may conclude that [i/>j, 02] = Vcbif^ifiy, 0(/2)i/>2] = 0.   Thus we

see that Aj   and JL2  are orthogonal and we have proved that  7 is orthogonally

separated.

One consequence of Proposition 4.2 is that Theorem I becomes

Theorem 4.3.   7¿e operators  7 and 7    are orthogonally separated and satis-

fy the estimate   ||e~z      || < 0(|s|)  if and only if 7  is a Jordan operator with nil-

potent part of order 2.

The author suspects that the most practical way of generalizing Theorem I to

higher orders is with a proof which uses analysis and the geometric notion of or-

thogonally separated operators.   It also seems likely that the operators of the form

A + N where  A   is normal,  AN = NA  and   TV is nilpotent are those which are or-

thogonally separated, have orthogonally separated adjoints and which have  Cn(7o

functional calculus.   We conclude this line of discussion by suggesting that it

might be interesting to study orthogonally decomposable operators, namely, orthog-

onally separated operators which are decomposable in the sense of [C-F,   Chapter

2].

This paper purports to study the two simplest types of operators with real

spectrum.   We conclude by suggesting a candidate for the "third simplest" type of

operator with real spectrum.   In [S] Sarason calls a subspace  S semi-invariant  for

an operator  M it it is the orthogonal difference  S = N. Q N2  of two invariant sub-

spaces  Nj  and  N2 where  TV2  is contained in  TVj„   We shall say that an operator

7 on  77 is the compression of an operator  M on H. if T = PuM\ „  where  H is a

semi-invariant subspace for M and  P„  is the orthogonal projection of K  onto  77.

The case where  M  is unitary plays a central role in [L-P] and [N-F], one of the

standard operations (although it has never been described in these terms) in the

study of operators on a /-space (cf. [Ph, §4]) amounts to "compressing" a /^uni-

tary operator  M to a semi-invariant subspace of  M; and an abstract study of com-

pressions has been made in [A].   We shall call the compression of a Jordan opera-

tor a compressed Jordan operator.   One can find an example of these operators in
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the abstract study of partial differential equations using /-spaces proposed in

[Ph].   Compressed Jordan operators seem very natural and a study of them should

be interesting.
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